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QUESTION 1

You plan to create two tables named Table l and Table2. Both tables will have a field named Customer Number of the
string type that has a length of 15. The tables will have a relationship on the Customer Number field. 

You need to ensure that the string length of Customer Number is identical for both tables. The solution must ensure that
if any relationships on the Customer Number field are added to other tables, the other tables will have the same string 

length for Customer Number. 

What should you use? 

A. A view 

B. An extended data type (EOT) 

C. A perspective 

D. A map 

Correct Answer: B 

Extended data types (EDTs) are user-defined types, based on the primitive data types boolean, integer, real, string, and
date, and the composite type container. You can also base EDTs on other EDTs. 

The benefits of EDTs are as follows: 

Code is easier to read because variables have a meaningful data type. For example, Name instead of 

string. 

The properties you set for an EDT are used by all instances of that type, which reduces work and 

promotes consistency. For example, account numbers (AccountNum data type) have the same properties throughout
the system. You can create hierarchies of EDTs, inheriting the properties that are appropriate from the parent and 

changing the other properties. 

Reference: Extended Data Types (EDTs) [AX 2012] 

Incorrect: 

Not C: A perspective is a collection of tables and views that contain the measures and dimen- sions for a cube. 

Not D: Maps define X++ elements that wrap table objects at run time. With a map, you associate a map field with a field
in one or more tables. This enables you to use the same field name to ac- cess fields with different names in different 

tables. Map methods enable you to create or modify methods that act on the map fields. 

 

QUESTION 2

You have two tables named Table l and Table2. There is a relationship between the tables. 
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You need to display data from both tables in a form. 

How should you create the data source for the form? 

A. Add both tables to a perspective and use the perspective as the data source. 

B. Create a new table named Table3 that is related to Table l and Table2. Use Tables as the data source. 

C. Add both tables to a map and use the map as the data source. 

D. Add both tables to a query and use the query as the data source. 

Correct Answer: D 

You can add parent and child data sources to a query. Add multiple data sources to a query 

1.

 In the Application Object Tree (AOT), click Queries, locate the query you want to add data sources to, and then click
the query node. For information about create queries, see Accessing Data. 

2.

 Right-click Data Dictionary, and then click Open New Window. 

3.

 Drag a table, map, or view from the new window to the Data Sources node below the query node to add a parent data
source. 

4.

 Click the parent data source, and then drag a table, map, or view from the new window to the Data Sources node below
the parent data source to add a child data source. 

5.

 Specify how the parent and child data sources are joined by setting the JoinMode property on the child data source 

6.

 Create a relationship between the data sources. 

Reference: How to: Add Multiple Data Sources to a Query [AX 2012] 

Incorrect: 

Not C: Maps define X++ elements that wrap table objects at run time. With a map, you associate a map field with a field
in one or more tables. This enables you to use the same field name to ac- cess fields with different names in different 

tables. Map methods enable you to create or modify methods that act on the map fields. 

 

QUESTION 3

You write the following X + +code: (Line numbers are included for reference only.) 
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You need to handle the deadlock exception and the error exception. 

Which code segment should you insert at line 09? 

A. catch(Exception::deadlock) catch(Exception::error) info("Exception occurred"); 

B. catch(Exception) info("Exception occurred"); } 

C. catch(Exception::deadlock) info("Exception occurred"); catch(Exception::error) info("Exception occurred"); 

D. catch(Exception::deadlock. Exception::error) info("Exception occurred"); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You have two tables named CustTable and Cust Group. Each record in CustTable references a record in Cust Group. 

You need to create a delete action to ensure that the records in Cust Group can be deleted only if there are no records
in CustTable that reference the record in Cust Group. 

What should you do? 

A. On Cust Group, create a Cascade delete action for CustTable. 

B. On Cust Group, create a Restricted delete action for CustTable. 

C. On CustTable, create a Restricted delete action for Cust Group. 

D. On CustTable, create a Cascade delete action for Cust Group. 

Correct Answer: B 

Delete Action: Restricted 

Restricts deletion in the current table if data is present in related tables. 

Note: 

Setting the DeleteAction property to Restricted extends the functionality of the table\\'s validat- eDelete method. 

As a result, super(), in validateDelete, checks whether records exist on related tables. If records do exist, validateDelete
returns false. The forms system ensures that the deletion is not per- formed. In your own X+ + code, check the return 

value of validateDelete. Don\\'t delete the pri- mary or related records if the method returns false. 
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Example 

On the CustTable table, a restricted delete action has been defined for the CustTrans table. When a customer is deleted
in the CustTable table, the validateDelete method ascertains whether trans- actions exist for the customer in the 

CustTrans table. If so, validateDelete returns false. 

Reference: How to: Create Delete Actions [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a class named Classl. 

You need to identify all of the classes that extend Classl. 

Which tool should you use? 

A. The Type hierarchy browser 

B. The Tracing cockpit 

C. The Code profiler 

D. The Compare tool 

Correct Answer: A 

You can view information about the parents and children of application objects by using the Type Hierarchy Browser.
For example, you can see all the classes that extend a particular class, or see which data types a particular extended
data type inherits from. You can also see which types implement fields, methods, and properties. 

Reference: Type Hierarchy Browser and Type Hierarchy Context [AX 2012] 
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